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Chiral Loops in mo, g —yy and g-g' Mixing
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We compute the one-loop corrections to the Wess-Zumino Lagrangean governing ~, q8
The SU(3) relation between the two decay rates receives modifications of order m~~ lnmz2, as does
the Gell-Mann —Okubo mass formula. A consistent picture of q-q' mixing emerges from both the
two-photon widths and the mass matrix, however with a mixing angle 0 = —20 instead of the usu-
al e = —10'.

PACS numbers: 13.40.Hq, 11.40.Ha

Chiral symmetry' plays the dominant role in the
determination of the masses and decays of the light
pseudoscalar mesons (m, K, 7i, q'). If the u, d, and s
quarks were all massless the spectrum would consist of
a massless octet of Goldstone bosons plus a massive
SU(3) singlet (lio). With nonvanishing quark masses,
however, the octet masses become nonzero, with a
first-order relation given by the Gell-Mann —Okubo
formula

where q8 is the eighth member (I= 0, S= 0) of the
octet. However, at this same order in SU(3) breaking,
the singlet qo will in general mix with q8, producing
the physical eigenstates q, q' given by

0 = cosO 7i8 —sinO 7io, q' = sing q8+ cosy qo (2).
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with m„, given by Eq. (1), and a and mn2 unknown.

(The use of mass squared is also required by chiral
symmetry. ) Fitting these parameters with the two
known masses, yields a well-known prediction for the
mixing angle:

3

g 90 (4)

Recently, however, precise experiments on the two-

(We assume here that the mixing parameter is energy
independent, so that the mixing is orthogonal. ) At the
same time, chiral symmetry predicts the absolute mag-
nitude of mo yy in a famous relation involving the
Adler-Bell-Jackiw triangle anomaly. 2 A corresponding
prediction for qs yy can be obtained through use of
SU(3). However, the amplitude for the physical pro-
cess q yy will be affected by both (i) q q' mixin-g

and, at the same order, (ii) SU(3) breaking of the pre-
diction for q8 yy (which has not yet to our
knowledge been calculated).

The above description is almost standard textbook
material. The conventional estimate of q q' mixing-
involves the illass nlatI'1x (WI'1tteIl 111 tile 7)8, QI) basis)

photon decays of m, Yi, and q' have suggested a mix-
ing angle about twice this value, and the consistency of
this picture would appear to be seriously threatened.
Below we will (i) argue that the experimental analysis
is not treating SU(3) breaking consistently unless
first-order breaking of qs yy is included, (ii) calcu-
late this correction at one-loop order in chiral pertur-
bation theory using the Wess-Zumino Lagrangean,
(iii) calculate the one-loop corrections to the mass-
matrix analysis, and (iv) show that consistency is ob-
tained with an angle 0 = —20 .

First we parametrize the decay amplitudes for
Pt —py, with P, = I~', q8, qoI, as

~ (P; yy) = C;e„„pe'"q'e" q'~, (S)
77

/

wh««; = tl, I/~3, 2 ( —, ) 'Z ), &,= 3 is the number of
colors, and F, = IF,FB,FOI are not at this stage related
to the axial-vector decay constraints. However, use of
the axial-vector anomaly plus pion PCAC (partial con-
servation of axial-vector current) predicts F
= F„=94 MeV, a value which is in good accord with
experiment. If one then includes qii-7io mixing one
finds for the q, q' decay rates

I (& &&) 1 m~ F cosH

I (m. yy) 3 m' F,
sin0

Fo

(6)

I (&' &&) 8 m„( F sinO F cosO

I (m. yy) 3 m'

Use of exact SU(3) would predict F8= F, and one
could in principle obtain a fit to the two ratios, using
Fo and 8 as unknowns. But however practical this ap-
proach may be, it is not consistent in that to first order
in SU(3) breaking one must allow both FseF and
Oa0. While we will argue below that the effect of the
mixing angle is much larger than SU(3) breaking in
I'8, this is not known a priori.

The predictions of chiral symmetry for physics relat-
ed to the anomaly are contained in the effective
Lagrangean first given by Wess and Zumino. With
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the inclusion of electromagnetism, it has the form

I wz=X I'(U) —Xe„l d x A„JI" + (I~/6~)XJl d'x~~" Pe,A„A Tr[g (BpU) U '+ g2U '(BPU)

+ —,
' gUgU-'(ep U) U-'+ —,

' gU-'gU(ap U-') U],

where

2
3

g= 0 ——', 0

is the charge matrix,

U = expi A"@"/F,.

with $" (A = I, . . . , 8) being the octet of pseudoscalar fields, and

J„=(1/48~ )e"" PTr[g(B„UU ')(8 UU ')(BpUU ')+g(U '8 U)(U '8 U)(U '8 U)].
At tree level F=F, and the two-photon term in Eq.
(7) gives the usual chiral predictions for 7r, q8 yy
in the SU(3) limit.

Loop corrections at low energies in chiral theories
are, in fact, well defined despite the fact that the
theory is nonrenormalizable. ' Terms with the nonana-
lytic structure m2lnm2 are the leading corrections at
one-loop order. Subleading pieces of order m2 are not
unambiguous predictions because their effect is the
same as higher-derivative tree-level Lagrangeans
whose coefficients are in general not known. The
decay-rate ratio calculated below is in fact free of these
m2 terms when expressed in terms of the physical
values of F and F~; however, the mass shift could in
principle depend on them. Nevertheless, as is stand-
ard, we will limit our calculation to model-independent
corrections of order mg Inmg.

The one-loop renormalization involves the diagrams
of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) as well as wave function renor-
malization and the one-loop renormalization of the
axial-vector decay constants F and F~ . For the latter~8
we find from the diagram in Fig. 2

2 2'
F =F1+—

2
ln

mx. mx-

4mF 2
p,

3 mJr mls
2 2'

F =F 1+— ln—
(47rF )2 p,

where p, represents the renormalization point. Dis-
playing the results of the one-loop calculation to
I' yy in the order given above, we find then

M(~ yy) = N~ o
p 4 ] $ mg m~2 2

E'~g„6~qp 1 + 2 + + In

N, o. y 3 m~ m~2 2

~(g8~ yy) = e"" pe p„e' q' 1+ 1 —2 ——+ — ln6&3~F„' " ' 2 2 (4~F )'
(12)

p, vaP
p qll CX qp I

~8

where we have displayed the result using the physical
F and F„ instead of the "bare" parameter Fand have
neglected terms of order m2 lnm2. As expected, the
pion amplitude is unrenormalized at one-loop order,
aside from the implicit renormalization of F . The
result for the q8 is particularly simple and pleasing,
F8 = F~ . However, this does imply some SU (3) break-

ing as F„,&F . In fact the one-loop prediction is

for p, = 1 GeV. The renormalization of the q8 mass
can be performed in a similar manner by use of the
self-energy diagrams in Fig. 3. Expressed in terms of
the renormalized pion and kaon masses we find

2 2
4 2 1 2 2

m = —m~ ——m„———
3 (47rF )' p'

-ln

~8 =1— fPl ffl

(47rF )2 p,
(13)

= (0.61 GeV)2. (14)

We can now address the phenomenology associated
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FIG. 3. The one-loop diagram leading to mass renormali-
zation.

been obtained if chiral corrections to Fs had been
neglected.

The mass-matrix analysis can likewise be done as in
Eq. (3), however with use of Eq. (14) for m„. Diago-
nalization to the physical values of the masses requires

a = —0.196 m = (0 92 GeV)2 (2o)

FIG. 1. The one-loop diagrams for the renormalization of
yy and q'- yy.

with these results. The recent two-photon data, 3

r(~'- yy) =7.3+O.2 ev,

I (q yy) =0.56+0.04 keV,

r(q' yy) =4.16+0.30 keV,

yield reduced ratios
2; r(&, »' =3.4+o.3

m,' r(~' yy)

F„cosH F—48 sin8
~8 ~0

and
3 ») =o.6o+o.os

8 m', r(vi' yy)

(15)

(16)

cosH + sinH
0 s

(17)

e= —(23 +3)'
plus

Fo/F =1.04+0.04.

(18)

(19)

The mixing angle is about 5 larger than would have

The departure of the first of these numbers from unity
is a clear signal for SU(3) breaking and/or q q' mix--
ing. Using the result of our one-loop calculation
(Fs/'F = F~/F„= 1.25), we find a mixing angle

a = —(2j2/3) (mx2 —m2 ) = —0.217. (22)

However, more important, the mixing angle is much
larger than previously obtained in Eq. (4) and is con-
sistent with that emerging from the two-photon
analysis.

The use of one-loop corrections in the m21nm2 limit
of chiral SU(2) has proven to be useful in comparison
with experiment. ' The corresponding usage in chiral
SU(3) has not been as successful. The reason
presumably is that mx2 effects, such as can be obtained
from higher-derivative chiral Lagrangeans, are not nu-
merically small compared to mx in'. Because of the
simple, and the fairly small, size of the correction to
the gs decay rate, and the fact that there are no
remaining mx2 effects in the one-loop correction to the
decay-rate ratio, one might hope that we have identi-
fied the major correction to Fs. Unless our calculation
is far wrong, two-photon rates are a reliable and sensi-
tive measure of the mixing angle. In the mass matrix,
however, relatively small modifications could have a
sizable effect on the mixing angle. In any case, we feel
that our calculation does point to the resolution of the
apparent problem with the previous mass-matrix
analysis; i.e. , a small modification of the Gell-
Mann —Okubo mass relation such as expected from
loop effects can significantly increase the mixing angle.
In addition, it is rather remarkable that the m lnm
loop effects yield a very consistent picture of both
two-photon decays and mass-matrix mixing.
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and predicts

0 = —19.5'. (21)
It is amusing to note that the above phenomenological
value of a is close to the number predicted6 in the lim-
it%,

FIG. 2. The one-loop diagram contributing to the renor-
malization of the pseudoscalar decay constants I'„,F„.
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